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Abstract
Cloud computing is a type of computing that relies on sharing
computing resources rather than having local servers or personal
devices to handle applications. The goal of the cloud computing is to
apply traditional supercomputing or high performance computing
power. To do this cloud computing uses network of large group of
servers typically running low cost consumer-pc technology with
specialized connections to spread data processing among them.
Applications and databases are moved to large centralized data centres
called cloud. Due to resource virtualization, global replication and
migration, the physical absence of data and machine in the cloud, the
stored data in the cloud and the computation results may not be well
managed and fully trusted by the cloud users. The emphasis till date
has been on storage security rather than taking into account the
computation security with it. Cloud Computing has several major
issues and concerns, such as data security, trust, expectations,
regulations, and performance issues. In this paper we have examined
the major security issues affecting the cloud systems and the solutions
available. This paper also enhances light and benefits on using cloud
computing as E-learning. Some of the softwares like the Moodle and
the Blackboard are been the biggest applications today in the ELearning process. Our group is also working on building a cloud
oriented software for the E-learning
process.
Keywords: Cloud Computing, E-Learning, Secure Computation,
Secure Storage, Secure Computation.
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1. Introduction
The recent development of cloud computing has shown its potential tore shape the
current way that IT hardware is designed and purchased. Among numerous benefits,
cloud computing offers customers a more flexible way to obtain computation and
storage resources on demand. A significant gap remains between vendors’ claims and
users’ views of the cloud’s security, privacy and transparency. The cloud industry’s
response has been: Clouds are more secure than whatever you’re using now .
Issues such as security, privacy and availability are among the topmost concerns in
organizations’ cloud adoption. One of the largest disadvantages of cloud computing
revolves around security and confidentiality. While cloud computing in recent years has
energized the information systems professional community, it has now embarked on
information systems research arena as a prevalent topic for integrated information and
systems. While cloud computing is the current wave in computing, there are many
concerns about its security and the trust by its users[1,2]. The paper also throws the
light on the coding part of the software which we are building for the E-Learning
process.

2. Security and Privacy Issues
Security and privacy issues in cloud computing has received extensive attentions
recently. Generally speaking, the research work on cloud computing almost falls into
the two cases: cloud storage security and cloud computation security[3]. Data
management, data privacy and security are concerns for every cloud user, and the
cloud provider too and with more companies looking into cloud computing
understanding security issues is very important. If hackers break into the online servers
and steal the data there is no way for retrieving the data. Because the data is present on
the cloud. The general way of relation of cloud security with various factors are as
shown in Fig1. Different from the traditional computing model in which users have
full control of data storage and computation, cloud computing entails that the
managements of physical data and machines are delegated to the cloud service
providers while the users only retain some control over the virtual machines. We
further classify cloud computing security into two major classes: Cloud Storage
Security and Cloud Computation Security,[3] where the former is referred to ensuring
the integrity of outsourced data stored at untrustworthy cloud servers while the latter
refers to checking the correctness of the outsourced computation performed by
untrustworthy cloud servers. For sake of saving computation resources, the cloud
servers may not perform the necessary computations but claim to have done so.
Additionally, the centralized architectures emphasize the fact that the cloud servers can
represent a single point of failure, as proven by the recent meltdown of Google’s
Gmail systems. Even from the point of accountability, some secure computation
mechanisms should be in place to meet the needs of deciding whether the cloud servers
or the users should be responsible for it once there is any problem taking place.
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Fig. 1: Clloud Securitty dependen
nce on varioous factors.
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incured by result auditing or verifi
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2.1 Cloud Com
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Thee general way
Clouud resourcees are usuallly not only shared by multiple
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users but are allso dynamiccally
realllocated per demand. This
T can worrk for allocating resourrces to userrs. For exam
mple,
a clloud compuuter facility that serves European users
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duringg Europeann business hours
h
withh a specificc application (e.g., em
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Fig. 2: Clouud Computiing Hostingg.
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3. Cloud Coomputingg for E-leaarning
Onee of the moost interestinng applicatiions of clou
ud computinng is educaational cloud
d.[4]
Thee educationaal cloud com
mputing cann focus the power of thousands
t
oof computerrs on
one problem, allowing
a
researchers seaarch and fin
nd models and
a make diiscoveries faster
fa
thann ever. Thee universitiees can also open their technologyy infrastructtures to priv
vate,
pubblic sectors for researcch advancem
ments. The efficiencies of cloud computing can
helpp universitiees keep pacee with ever--growing reesource requuirements annd energy costs.
Studdents expecct their perrsonal mobbile devicess to connecct to campus servicess for
education. Facculty membbers are assking for efficient
e
acccess and fflexibility when
w
w
instantt access to high
inteegrating techhnology intto their classses.[4] Ressearchers want
perfformance computing services,
s
wiithout them
m responsibbility of maanaging a large
l
servver and storrage farm. The
T role off cloud com
mputing at university
u
edducation sh
hould
not be underestimated as it can proviide importaant gains in offering diirect access to a
widde range off different academic
a
r
resources,
research
r
appplications aand educatiional
toolls. Usually, E-learningg systems arre developeed as distribbuted appliccations, butt not
limiited to. Thhe architectture of an e-learning system, developed aas a distrib
buted
application, inccludes a cliient applicattion, an app
plication seerver and a database seerver
(seee Figure 3), beside thee hardwaree to supportt it (client computer, communicaation
infrastructure and
a servers)).The generral model off a E-Learnning system
m is as show
wn in
fig33.

Figg. 3: Model of an E-Leaarning Systeem.
p
clloud compuuting platforrm are bein
ng in
Various edducational sooftware’s providing
use today like the BlackB
Board and thhe Moodle.. Our groupp is also woorking on an
a Elearrning softwaare that wouuld enhancee the E-Learrning system
m to a ratherr greater ex
xtent.
We are in our coding proocess whichh is likely to finish sooon. A little glance off the
coding of our software is a shown.
// Get the fiile service
FileServicee fileServicee = FileServviceFactory.getFileServvice();
GSFileOpttionsBuilderr optionsBuuilder = new
w GSFileOpttionsBuilderr()
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.setBucket("Cloud")
.setKey("1234567")
.setAcl("public-read")
.setMimeType("text/html");//.setUserMetadata("date-created", "092011", "owner",
"Usman");
AppEngineFile
writableFile
=
fileService.createNewGSFile(optionsBuilder.build());
boolean lockForWrite = true;
FileWriteChannel writeChannel = fileService.openWriteChannel(writableFile,
lockForWrite);
PrintWriter out = new PrintWriter(Channels.newWriter(writeChannel, "UTF8"));
out.println("Data is being stored");
Glance of coding of our software.

4. Conclusions
Cloud computing as an exciting development is a well alternative in the area of
education sector these days. Students and administrative personnel have the
opportunity to quickly and economically access various application platforms and
resources through the web pages on-demand. This automatically reduces the cost of
organizational expenses and offers more powerful functional capabilities. There will be
an online survey to collect the required data for the use of cloud computing in the
universities and other governmental or private institutions in the region. Cloud based
education will help the students, staff, Trainers, Institutions and also the learners to a
very high extent and mainly students from rural parts of the world will get an
opportunity to get the knowledge shared by the professor on other part of the world.
Even governments can take initiatives to implement this system in schools and
colleges in future and we believe that this will happen soon. Also the security issues
need to be taken into consideration while considering the cloud computation and
putting it into emphasis.
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